Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Automatic Storage/Retrieval System (AS/RS) is an indispensable part of modern logistics. It has been widely used in manufacturing and logistics enterprises due to its advantages of high efficiency, economic space occupation and labor saving. In an AS/RS warehouse, S/R (storage/retrieval) machine is used instead of manual picking, which the saving labor cost usually accounts for 60--70% of the total warehouse operation cost \[[@CR1]\]. Therefore, the scheduling optimization of S/R machine is the key point to AS/RS warehouse optimization. Many scholars have studied on it these years. Shiau et al. pointed out that picking scheduling optimization was a special case of Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), and proposed a three-stage heuristic algorithm to optimize the order of the products to be picked \[[@CR2]\]. Lerher et al. established travel time models for aisle transfer systems and shuttle-based systems for AS/RS warehouse \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Ma et al. founded a multi-objective automated warehouse scheduling model and proposed an ensemble multi-objective biogeography-based optimization algorithm to solve it \[[@CR5]\]. Cinar et al. investigated the scheduling of truck load operations in AS/RS, and proposed a priority based genetic algorithm to sequence the retrieving pallets \[[@CR6]\].

However, there are also some shortcomings in existing studies. For example, in the multi-aisle AS/RS warehouse, one aisle corresponds to two storage racks on its both sides. Even if two products are on two different storage racks, the S/R machine can complete these two tasks without switching aisles if they are adjacent and located on two sides of the same aisle separately. Besides, S/R machines usually have more than one carrier and can hold several products at one time. However, it needs unoccupied carrier to pick up outbound products, which has certain requirements on the order of inbound and outbound tasks.

In this paper, the scheduling optimization model of multi-aisles AS/RS with multi-carrier S/R machine is established, and a modified artificial bee colony (MABC) algorithm is proposed to solve it. The new algorithm keeps the advantage of neighborhood searching of ABC algorithm and is also redesigned to adapt the AS/RS scheduling problem. Experimental results show that the proposed MABC algorithm has better performance than the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and genetic algorithm (GA) in solving this problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, the multi-aisle AS/RS scheduling problem is introduced and its model is established. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, the MABC algorithm is proposed and described in detail. The experiment and discussion are given in Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} and conclusions are drawn in Sect. [5](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}.

Scheduling Model of Multi-aisle AS/RS System {#Sec2}
============================================

In this paper, we consider a multi-aisle AS/RS warehouse system which has been used in many enterprises. In this kind of warehouse, there are several rows of storage racks \[[@CR7]\]. Usually, the two edges of the warehouse are one side rack, close to the wall, while the middle storage racks are two side racks back-to-back. There are passable aisles between the storage racks for S/R machines to travel, store and retrieve products. And the S/R machines can enter and exit freely at both ends of the storage racks. Each rack has a number of layers and columns, each of them has its own coordinates, corresponding to a storage unit which used to storage products. We use triples \[*X*, *Y*, *Z*\] to represent the location of a storage unit, and *Z*, *X*, *Y* represent the serial number of the rack and the serial numbers of column and layer of the location in the rack respectively.

There is an I/O location for inbound and outbound operation. It is located at one side of the warehouse and denoted by the triple \[0, 0, 1\]. Most of the existing S/R machines have multiple carriers (such as forks) in order to improve efficiency, which can load more than one product at a time. We assume that the number of carriers is *N*. On one travel, the S/R machine picks up a maximum of *N* inbound products from the I/O location and places them in the designated location, then it picks up a maximum of *N* outbound products from the designated location and returns to the I/O point. In this paper, we mainly concern the total operation time for S/R machine to complete all tasks.

Generally, in order to maximize the efficiency of S/R machine, reduce the operation time, it is better to carry as many as possible products at the same time. In each route, the S/R machine should carry *N* storage products, complete *N* inbound tasks, and take out *N* outbound products, complete *N* outbound tasks if the number of rest task is no less than *N*. Suppose there are m inbound tasks, *n* outbound tasks, *r* = max (ceil(*m*/*N*), ceil (*n*/*N*)), where ceil(*x*) stands for rounding the elements of x to the nearest integers towards infinity. It needs r routes to complete all inbound and outbound tasks. For situation that *m* ≠ *n*, we can add \|*m* − *n*\| virtual inbound or outbound tasks to make them be equal, which is more convenient for coding and calculation. The locations of virtual tasks are set as \[0, 0, 0\]. These tasks will be ignored when calculating the operation time.

As it has mentioned above, the AS/RS scheduling optimization problem can be regarded as a special case of TSP problem, we can construct its 0--1 integer programming model.
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Formulation ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) indicates that each task is executed only once. Formulations ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) are the load capacity constraint. It indicates that there can be no more than *N* inbound tasks and *N* outbound tasks are executed in each route. Formulation ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) grantees that all tasks are executed. Formulation ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) grantees that the S/R machine can pick up outbound products only when it has unoccupied carrier.

Suppose the storage racks are numbered start from 1, as it has mentioned in Sect. [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}, the first rack is close to the wall. The first and second racks are separated by an aisle. The second and third racks are back to back close to each other. The third and fourth racks are separated by an aisle, and so on.
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Modified Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm {#Sec3}
========================================

Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm {#Sec4}
-------------------------------

Artificial bee colony algorithm is proposed by Karaboga in 2005, which inspired by the behaviors of the bee colony searching food sources \[[@CR8]\]. In ABC algorithm, it regards the searching space as the natural environment, and each solution of the problem represents a food sources to be exploited. The amount of nectar of the food sources corresponds to the fitness of the solution. There are three kinds of bees in ABC algorithm, employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees. In ABC algorithm, half of the colony is employed bees the other half is onlooker bees. The number of scout bees is set to 1.

The process of ABC algorithm is also divided into the stage of employed bees, the stage of onlooker bees and the stage of the scout bee.

At the initialization stage, a set of food sources is randomly generated in the search space. The number of food sources equals half of the number of bees. The dimension of the food sources is the same with the problem to be solving. For each food source, there is a counter used to record the cumulative iterations for which it has not been improved.

At the employed bees' stage, each employed bee looks for a new food source near the original one according to formula ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \phi $$\end{document}$ is a random number according to uniform distribution between \[−1, 1\]. If the new food source is better than the original one, then the employed bee turns to the new one and the original one is abandoned. Otherwise, the original one is kept and the corresponding counter is increased by 1.

At the onlooker bees' stage, the onlooker bee chooses a food sources to exploit depending on a probability related to the fitness of the food sources, seen as formula ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}). The food source with higher fitness has larger probability to be chosen and may be chosen more than once.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After the food source is chosen, the onlooker bee will exploit a new food source nearby, just like it does at the employed bees' stage. Greedy selection and un-improved counter are also used.

At the scout bee's stage, if a bee's un-improved counter is larger than a predetermined parameter "*limit*", it indicates that the food source has been exploited out, the bee becomes scout bee, and will find a random food source in the searching area. At the same time, the counter is reset to 0.

Compared with PSO and other algorithm, ABC algorithm pays more attention to neighborhood search and obtains good results in many numerical and engineering optimization problems \[[@CR9]\]. The optimal solution of scheduling optimization is usually obtained by neighborhood transformation of the suboptimal solution. Therefore, ABC algorithm may have better optimization potential in the AS/RS scheduling problem. However, we also need to redesign the encoding, decoding and updating methods of solutions to make the algorithm suitable for discrete AS/RS scheduling optimization problem.

Modified Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------

### Encoding and Decoding Strategies {#Sec6}

As mentioned above, the solution to the multi-aisle AS/RS warehouse scheduling problem is a sequence of inbound and outbound tasks. For the convenience of programming and solving, we use real number coding in MABC algorithm. The solution of the problem is a random sequence of the task numbers without repetition. However, according to the above constraints, the feasible solution also has certain requirements. The S/R machine must have an empty carrier to carry outbound tasks. As a result, in each route, the number of inbound tasks (including virtual task) must be larger than or equal to the number of outbound tasks from the first task to the end of the route. A repair mechanism is designed to ensure the feasibility of the solution.Divide the solution into inbound task sequence and outbound task sequence according to the serial number.Each time select *N* inbound tasks and *N* outbound tasks in sequence to form a route (including virtual tasks, and the number of tasks may be less than *N* at the last time due to the number of tasks may be not a multiple of 2*N* exactly). And then remove them from the task sequences.In each route, the first task must be the inbound task. From the second one, compare the order of the first remaining inbound and first remaining outbound tasks in the original solution. If it is not against the rule following the order, then add the first task in order to the route. Otherwise, add the inbound task to the route.

Through this mechanism, all randomly generated solutions can be converted to the corresponding feasible solutions. This repair mechanism is not only used in MABC algorithm, but also used in the other comparison algorithms. Each time a new solution is produced, it needs to use this repair mechanism to convert it to a feasible solution before calculating its fitness.

### Probability Selection-Based Solution Updating Strategy {#Sec7}

The solution updating strategy of the original ABC algorithm is designed for continuous optimization problem. It learns from a random neighbor on a randomly selected dimension. The AS/RS scheduling optimization problem is a discrete optimization problem. We must redesign the solution updating strategy so that it can adapt to and solve the problem better. The neighborhood searching of ABC is modified as follows.Select a neighbor solution randomly.The values on dimensions which their values are the same with the neighbor solution are inherited into the same location of the new solution.For the dimensions which their values are not the same, they are selected with a probability of 0.5.For the selected dimensions, the values of the original food source on these dimensions are directly inherited into the same location of the new solution.For the dimensions which are not selected, find the positions of their values in the neighbor solution, and insert them into the vacant positions of the new solution in order.

This solution updating strategy can guarantee that the solution newly produced is a non-repetitive task sequence, which can be transformed to a feasible solution of the AS/RS scheduling problem. On another hand, the solution is produced using neighborhood searching on the basis of the original solution. It keeps the advantage of original ABC algorithm. Both the neighborhood searching in employed bees and onlooker bees' phases use this strategy. In the scout bees' phase, a random solution is generated to keep diversity.

Experiments and Results {#Sec8}
=======================

In this section, we tested the optimization ability of MABC algorithm on AS/RS scheduling problem and compared it with GA and PSO algorithm.

Test Instances {#Sec9}
--------------

The width of each storage unit *W* = 0.5 m, The height of each storage unit *H* = 0.8 m, the width of each aisle *L* = 3.0 m, The numbers of the storage racks is 14. The numbers of columns and layers of each rack are 15 and 6. Accordingly, location *X*, *Y* and *Z* for the inbound and outbound tasks are distributed randomly from \[1, 15\], \[1, 6\] and \[1, 14\] separately. The movement velocity on the horizontal direction is 1.2 m/s. The movement velocity on the vertical direction is 0.4 m/s, which is close to the actual value. In this experiment, we generated three instances. In the first instance, the total number of tasks is 30, the number of inbound tasks *m* equals 14, number of outbound tasks *n* equals 16. In the second instance, *m* equals 22, *n* equals 18. In the third instance, *m* equals 26, *n* equals 24. The numbers of carriers of the S/R machine *N* of all instances are 2.

Parameters Setting {#Sec10}
------------------

In this experiment, the population sizes of all algorithms are 50. Maximum number of function evaluations (FEs) is used as the terminated criterion \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], and its value is 10000. In MABC algorithm, *limit* = 50. In PSO, learning factor *C1* = *C2* = 2, inertia weight *ω* decreases linearly from 0.9 to 0.4 \[[@CR12]\]. The continuous version is used. The boundaries of all dimensions are \[0, 1\], and the maximum and velocity is 0.1 and minimum velocity is −0.1, the solutions are converted to desecrate solutions of AS/RS problem by rank of order (ROV) after each updating. In GA algorithm, crossover probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ p_{m} $$\end{document}$ = 0.1 \[[@CR13]\]. In the crossover stage, some tasks may appear twice, and some others may be missing in the offspring solutions. These solutions will be checked and repaired to the sequence of tasks numbers without repetition. Greedy selection is also used in this stage. In the mutation stage, swap operator is used. The values of two randomly selected dimensions will be swapped with each other.

For all the three algorithms, the repair mechanism mentioned in Sect. [3.2.1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} is used to make the solutions feasible and won't break the requirements of orders of inbound and outbound. All solutions will use this mechanism before being evaluated.

Results and Analysis {#Sec11}
--------------------

The results obtained by MABC, PSO and GA are listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. It is intuitive that we can obtain an acceptable feasible solution if we sort all the tasks according to the serial numbers of racks (*Z*), and then repaired it according to the above repair mechanism. Therefore, we define this solution as the base solution and the time it takes as the base time. In the initialization phase of the three algorithms, all the solutions in the initial populations are generated by applying a swap operator on the base solution.Table 1.Results obtained by MABC, PSO and GA on the three instances (unit: second)InstancesBase timeMABCPSOGAMeanStdMeanStdMeanStd1371.00**286.3750**6.7432300.77509.0619293.4000**6.0188**2465.00**371.57506.9609**411.475010.4874383.475010.39423652.00**508.70004.4290**555.175010.2396524.97508.0761

Each algorithm will run for 20 times independently on the instances. The best mean and standard are marked as bold. The mean convergence plots and boxplots of the final results are also given in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1.Convergence plots and boxplots obtained by MABC, PSO and GA on the instances

It is clear that MABC obtained the best results on all the three instances. Its convergence speed and accuracy are all the best from Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The mean results obtained by MABC are reduced more than 20% compared with base time. PSO algorithm converges fast at the beginning but hardly improves after *FEs* = 5000, and obtained the worst results among the three algorithms. The standard deviations of MABC are also the smallest on instance 2 and instance 3. On instance1, its standard deviation is only a little worse than GA, which can also be seen from the boxplots in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The results show that MABC is superior to PSO and GA and is suitable for solving AS/RS scheduling problem.

The locations of inbound and outbound tasks in instance 1are listed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The best solution obtained by ABC algorithm on this instance is ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec12}
===========

The scheduling optimization of multi carrier S/R machine in multi-aisle AS/RS warehouse is introduced in this paper. A 0--1 integer programming model is founded, which considers the realistic constraint of orders to inbound task and outbound task. The calculation of the number of aisles between two positions of the adjacent tasks is also redefined due to the realistic placement of the storage racks. A modified artificial bee colony algorithm is proposed for solving this optimization problem. In MABC, the encoding and decoding strategy are redesigned, a probability selection-based updating strategy is also introduced. The modifications make the algorithm adapt to the features of the problem, while keeping the advantages of ABC algorithm's neighborhood searching. Three instances with 30, 40 and 50 tasks were employed to test the optimization capability of the algorithm. The results show that the MABC outperforms PSO and GA algorithm both on convergence speed and accuracy, and is a suitable approach for solving the AS/RS scheduling problem.
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